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Abstract
We consider processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform, one-dimensional lattice are filled irreversibly and
cooperatively, with the rates ki, depending on the number i=0,1,2 of filled nearest neighbors. Furthermore, we
suppose that filling of sites with both neighbors already filled is forbidden,so k2=0. Thus, clusters can nucleate
and grow, but cannot coalesce. Exact truncation solutions of the corresponding infinite hierarchy of rate
equations for subconfiguration probabilities are possible. For the probabilities of filled s-tuples fs as a function
of coverage, θ≡f1, we find that fs/fs+1=D(θ)s+C(θ,s), where C(θ,s)/s→0 as s→∞. This corresponds to faster
than exponential decay. Also, if ρ≡k1/k0, then one has D(θ)∼(2ρθ)−1 as θ→0. The filled-cluster-size
distribution ns has the same characteristics. Motivated by the behavior of these families of fs/fs+1-vs-s curves,
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filling, k0=k1, are obtained from a direct statistical analysis.
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%e consider processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform, one-dimensional lattice are filled ir-
reversibly and cooperatively, with the rates k;, depending on the number i=0,1,2 of filled nearest
neighbors. Furthermore, we suppose that filling of sites with both neighbors already filled is forbid
den, so k~ —0. Thus, clusters can nucleate and grow, but cannot coalesce. Exact truncation solu-
tions of the corresponding infinite hierarchy of rate equations for subconfiguration probabilities are
possible. For the probabilities of filled s-tuples f, as a function of coverage, 0:f&, w—e find that
f, /f, +~ D(8)s—+C(0,s), where C(g, s)/s~0 as s~ oo. This corresponds to faster than exponen-
tial decay. Also, if p=kl/ko, then one has D(0)-(2p8) as 0~0. The filled-cluster-size distribu-
tion n, has the same characteristics. Motivated by the behavior of these families of f, /f, +, vs s--
curves, we develop the natural extension of f, to s &0. Explicit values for f, and related quantities
for "almost random" filling, ko ——k l, are obtained from a direct statistical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
As in the preceding paper, ' we consider a class of filling
processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform lattice
fill, 0~a, irreversibly with adsorption rates k; depending
on the number, i =0,1, . . . , z of (already) filled nearest
neighbors (NN) to the site being filled (z is the lattice
coordination number). Throughout, f [cr] will denote the
probability of a subconfiguration o of sites, each specified
empty o or filled a. For an infinite lattice, these satisfy
an infinite hierarchy of rate equations which can be writ-
ten down intuitively. The f[o]rate equat. ion includes
gain and loss terms corresponding to creation and destruc-
tion of o., respectively, by single filling events, taking ac-
count of all allowed configurations of the influencing NN
sites to the one being filled (and weighting with the ap-
propriate rates). ' We shall assume that the lattice is ini-
tially empty and note that time evolution via the hierarch-
ical equations preserves invariance of f[o] under all lat-
tice space group operations (including translation and re-
flection). We shall sometimes also consider conditional
probabilities q [acr'] =f [o+cr']/f [tr'] of (co.nditioned) o.
giuen (conditioning) o . For convenience, empty (filled)
conditioning sites o (a ) will be denoted by P (a). Also, o„(a„) will denote empty (filled) n-tuples of consecutive
sites.
Here we focus on cases where some of the k; are zero,
in particular, where k; =0 for i &i, so the lattice will not
fill completely. The saturation value of the coverage 0 at
infinite time is denoted by 0'"&1. Clearly, i =1 corre-
sponds to random filling with NN blocking, so all con-
nected clusters of filled sites contain only one particle.
The corresponding values of 0'" have been determined ex-
actly for a one-dimensional (1D) lattice as (1—e )/2
=0.4323 (Refs. 2 and 3) and approximately, via analytic
methods, for a two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal (2D
square ) lattice as 0.375 (0.365). When i*=2, so
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FIG. I. Growth of noncoalescing clusters where rates k; for
filling of sites with i filled NN are zero for i & 2. Ellustrative
partial coverage and saturation configurations are shown for a
ID linear and 2D square lattice.
k2 k3 . ~ . —0 (and we set p:—k ~ /ko ), the process in-
volves competition between birth and growth of clusters,
~here the clusters cannot coalesce. Addition to clusters
occurs at boundary sites with only one filled NN, so
branched clusters develop in two or more dimensions (see
Fig. 1). Such clusters should be compact (cf. Refs. 1 and
5) rather than fractal-like (cf. Ref. 6). The saturation cov-
erage 0"'(p), as a function of p, is shown in Fig. 2 for 1D
linear, 2D hexagonal, and 2D square lattices. Note that
limz 0'"(p) gives the mean coverage within an indivi-
dual (infinitely large) island provided that, at saturation,
as phoo, an infinitesimal fraction of lattice sites is at
boundaries between clusters. When i *=z —1 (i.e.,
k, & —k, =0), empty adjacent pairs of sites and single
empty sites, surrounded by filled sites, remain at the end
of the process. When i *=z (so only k, =0), then only iso-
lated empty sites remain, and if ko =k
~
= ' ' ' =k("almost random" filling), then 0'"=z/(z + 1). '
In this paper we consider, in detail, the 1D filling pro-
cess where ko, k&+0, but kq —0 (i.e., i*=z=2), so the
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achieve this, and we indicate an alternative approach via
extended truncation techniques. In Sec. VI, we summa-
rize our findings and present some corresponding results
for a version of the more complicated 1D process of
monomer filling with NN blocking and second-NN
cooperative effects.
0.5 =
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FIG. 2. Saturation coverage 0"'(p), for noncoalescing clus-
ters grown as in Fig. 1 with rates k~ /ko =p, k;/ko —0 for i & 2.
Results for the 1D linear lattice are exact (Refs. 2 and 3). Re-
sults for the 2D hexagonal (Ref. 4) and 2D square (Ref. 2) lat-
tices are obtained from approximate hierarchy truncation. [The
truncated hexagonal lattice equations are identical to the exact
z=3 Bethe lattice equations, so the limitations of the corre-
sponding results should be clear (Ref. 4).]
growing contiguous clusters of filled sites cannot coalesce.
Such a rate regime sometimes occurs in the consideration
of irreversible cooperative reactions at the sites of a (1D)
polymer chain. The method of exact truncation solution
of the hierarchical equations for arbitrary kc, k&, kz, ex-
ploiting a shielding property of adjacent pairs of empty
sites (see preceding paper and Refs. 2, 3, and 9), can be ap-
plied to this special case. Results presented here from
such calculations clearly indicate a faster than exponential
large size s decay of the filled s-tuple probabilities,
f, —:f[a, ], and of the (filled)-cluster-size distribution,
n, =f[oa,o]=f, 2f, +&+f,+—z. Furthermore, they sug-
gest development of natural extensions of f, and n, to
s & 0 to "complete the picture. "
In Sec. II we consider almost random filling, ko —k&,
kz —0. We have noted previously that a direct method
of solution of the hierarchy (as an alternative to trunca-
tion) is available here. Furthermore, because of the rela-
tive simplicity of this single rate process, it is possible to
directly determine the statistics. In Sec. III we present ex-
tensive exact numerical calculations pertaining to the dis-
tribution of filled s-tuples (and, thus, the cluster-size dis-
tribution) for arbitrary ko, k& (and kz ——0). The behavior
of the average cluster size (without site weighting) is de-
tailed. The structural features of the hierarchy leading to
the observed faster than exponential asymptotic decay of
f, (or n, ) for large s are elucidated in Sec. IV. Specifical-
ly, we find that f,+~If„n, +~In, —[D(g)s] ' as s —moo,
and a novel method for the direct analysis of D(0) is
presented. Formal coverage (density) expansion tech-
niques, appropriate to this process, have been developed
previously, but we provide, for the first time, in Sec. V,
examples of explicit (and generic) expressions for the first
few expansion coefficients for probabilities of filled s-
tuples of arbitrary size s. Since results of Sec. III show
that f, If, + ~-vs-s curves approximate a family of straight
lines, nearly intersecting at some negative s value, this
motivates the development of a natural extension of f, to
s & 0. Density expansions provide a natural mechanism to
II. CLUSTER-SIZE DISTRIBUTION
FOR 1D ALMOST RANDOM FILLING
ko:ki:kz —1:1:0
and thus one has
2s~ 1
sat
so(s+2)! '
f:" s+3 (linear) .f''+ i (2.1)
We now expand on this calculation to obtain the proba-
For the special choice of rates ku —k, (:—k, say),
kq —0, corresponding to almost random filling, the pro-
cess has some simplifying features which allow certain
specialized methods of analysis to be implemented, as dis-
cussed below. However, we expect (and shall see in Sec.
III) that the qualitative features of the f, (or n, ) distribu-
tion are preserved for kook~ (and kq —0).
The standard hierarchical truncation procedure for NN
cooperative effects, which is based on the shielding prop-
erty of empty pairs of sites and is used in Sec. III where
ko&k&, can of course be applied here. ' ' Alternatively,
one can exploit certain special features of almost random
filling, specifically, f[o„]=e ""', n )2, together with the
highly restricted nature of the spatial correlations, to ob-
tain exact solutions to the hierarchy (see Ref. 7). [Here
the probability of any empty subconfiguration can be fac-
tored in terms of f[o„],f [o o]J' [o o o],f-[o o o-o-], . . . ---
(where a hyphen denotes a single site of unspecified
state). ]
A more direct and efficient approach for calculating
subconfiguration probabilities for almost random filling
follows from the observation that this process can be ob-
tained from random filling (with rate k) by extracting, for
each time t, the subensemble of "legal" fillings, where no
site fills after both its NN are filled. To determine the
probability f!„!that the n sites I n I are filled at time t, it
is convenient to introduce the extended set I n*I, includ-
ing I nj and adjacent sites (so n*)n+ 2). Then clearlyf!„!is given by the probability measure associated with
those random fillings on I n* I, with I n I filled at time t,
such that I nj has filled legally. The calculation is sim-
plest for the saturation value f!'„'!of f!„!which satisfiesf!'„'!=N!„!/n*!, where N!„! is the number of ways
(counting different orderings) of filling In*I, such that
sites in tnI fill legally. The simplest and, here, most
pertinent example is the saturation value of
f„f,'"=N, +zl(s +2)!,where N, +q is the number of ways
of filling s + 2 sites by clustering around any of the s + 2
possible nucleating sites. Clearly, the number of ways of
clustering about the ith site in an m-site cluster is (; &'),
so
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bility f, of a filled s-tuple at time t by considering various
filling scenarios for the s sites of interest together with the
ones on either end.
(a) If both end sites are filled at time t, then we have ex-
actly the same ordering constraints on filling as in the sa-
turation calculation (2.1). Thus the contribution to f,
here is given by P, +2=(1—e "')'+ X,+2/(s+2)!. Here
the first factor gives the random filling probability that
s+ 2 sites are filled at time t, and the second accounts for
ordering constraints.
(b) If exactly one end site is empty at time t (probability
2e "'), then the (conditional) probability that the other
s + 1 are filled is clearly P, + &, so that contribution to f,
here Is 2e Is+1
(c) If both end sites are empty at time t (probability
e "'), then the (conditional) probability that the middle s
are filled is clearly P„and the contribution to f, here is
—2ktpe s'
Adding these contributions, we conclude that (see Ref. 10)
f, —=f[a, ]
2s+ 1
( 1 —kf)s(s +2)!
20
al
j.8
10
I
t'
1+, -kt (s+1)(s+2)se + e (2.2)
2
M, =M, )+X,+( 2+(s+3)X,+~
=(s'+ 5s +8)2'+', (2.3) .
The ratio f, If, +, is plotted as a function of s (for various
8) in Fig. 3. This plot strongly motivates the extension of
f, to unphysical, s (0 as is automatically provided by
(2.2), to complete the picture. Note that (2.2) also implies
that f, /f, +& ——,'(1—e "') 's+O(1) as shoo.
Analogous calculations can be performed for probabili-
ties of more complex subconfigurations such as those con-
taining a filled s-tuple and a finite number of other filled
sites (of fixed position relative to a, ), e.g. ,
f, =f[a, ],f[a, -a],f [a,-aa], . . . . These exhibit the same'
type of faster than exponential decay, when shoo, as
seen in (2.2). Clearly, the most complicated part of these
calculations is the combinatorics which are closely related
to the saturation statistics. Thus below we list some more
complicated examples illustrating the general characteris-
tics of the combinatorial technique.
Consider first the saturation probability for a, -a (where
again a hyphen denotes a single unspecified site). The ap-
propriate extended configuration here consists of sites in
a, -a as well as the one to the left, i, in the gap, j, and to
the right, k. Let M, denote the appropriate number of
ways of filling this extended subconfiguration, so
f'"[a,-a] =M, /(s +4)!, and let X„=—("+ )X„K
denote the number of legal ways of filling separated clus-
ters of n and m sites. Then in accordance with the rules
prescribed above, M, has contribution from when (a) i
fills last [M, &]; (b) the separated (s+ 1)-cluster (i,a, )
and 2-cluster (a, k) fill legally, then j fills [X,+ & 2]; (c) the(s+ 2)-cluster (i,a„k) fills, with a, filling legally, and a
fills at some time during this process, then k fills
[(s+3)X,+2]. Thus one obtains
FIG. 3. Ratio f, /f, +& as a function of s (for various 0,
shown), for almost random filling ( ko.k&.k2 ——1:1:0).
where solution of the recursion relation (for either increas-
ing or decreasing s) has used that M, =56 (from a direct
enumeration). From similar calculations, one can show
that f"'[a, aa]=P, /(s+5)-!, where
&s =&s -1+~s+1,3+~s
=
—,
' (s +9s +26s +30)2'+ (2.4)
using P~ —M2 —176, and that f""[a-a,-a]=Q, I(s +6)!,
where Q, =2(s+5)[(s+4)M, ~+M, ].
III. CLUSTER-SIZE DISTRIBUTION
FOR 1D FILLING %ITH NONCOALESCING
CLUSTERS ko.ki ..k2 —1:p:0
Extensive calculations involving truncation of hierar-
chies for probabilities of connected and disconnected emp-
ty subconfigurations for this process lead to the results
shown in Fig. 4 for f, . Specifically, we have displayed
f, /f, +, as a function of s (for various 0) and p = —,', —,', 2,
and 5. The behavior of the family of f, /f, +,-vs-s curves
(after connecting physical values for s =1,2, . . . ) sug-
gests that we attempt to "naturally" extend f„and thus
f, /f, +~, to nonphysical s =0, —1, —2, . . . . This is dis-
cussed in more detail in Sec. V and the Appendix where
the special behavior of the cases p= —,' and 1 will be eluci-
dated It appear. s that, for each 0, f, /f, +, asymptotes to
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FIG. 5. Average cluster size (without site weighting)
n,„=8/f [ao] as a function of coverage 8, for filling with NN
cooperative effects with rates ko.k&.k2 —1:p:0 (and various p,
shown).
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FIG. 4. Ratios f, /f, +~ as functions of s (for various 8,
shown), for filling with NN cooperative effects with rates
ko.k~ ..k2 —&:p:0 and p= —,, ~, 2 and 5.
a line of constant slope D(8) as s~ao. It is clear, from
Fig. 4, that D(8) is infinite at 8=0 and decreases mono-
tonically with increasing 0.
Specifically, D (8) is defined by the relation
f, /f, + & D(8)s +C(O,s)—, (3.1)
where C(O,s)/s —&0 as s —+ Oo. Equation (3.1) can be
rewritten in the form
S C O,iD(8)'s! + 1+ D (8)i (3.2)
to clearly demonstrate the faster than exponential asymp-
totic decay. Note that, typically, the factor
C(O, i)
D (8)i
For example, for almost random filling at saturation
O'"=
—,
', D(8"')=
—,
'
and C(8"')=—', . ] Clearly, n, =f,
2f, + ~ +f,+2-—f, as s ~ ao exhibits the same behavior
in this limit. To obtain the asymptotic behavior of f, or
n, as a function of time, we must simply substitute the ex-
act expression for 8=8(t) into (3.1) and (3.2).'
The large s asymptotic behavior of f, (and n, ) exhibit-
ed here is quite different from the exponential decay
characterizing cases where clusters can coalesce (k2&0). '
The faster decay of the cluster-size distribution (or shift in
weight to smaller clusters), when kz —0, is not surprising
since here smaller clusters cannot coalesce to form larger
ones and, thus, remain frozen into the occupancy distribu-
tion.
Solution of the minimal closed hierarchy for f[o„],us-
ing the shielding property of empty pairs, provides exact
results for f [o], f [oo], and f [o„]=f[oo]q", for
n)2, where q=e . ' Consequently, we can im-—ko'1 —3,7
mediately determine the average cluster size (without site
weighting) '
n,„=g sn, g n,:8/f[oa]—$=1 s=1 (3.3)
IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER-SIZE
DISTRIBUTION
It is desirable to understand those structural features of
the hierarchy determining the asymptotic behavior
f, +&/f„n, +&/n, —[D(8)s] ' as s —+ ao here and to
as a function of coverage or time, since 8=1 f [o], —f[oa]=f[o] f[oo]. At saturat—ion 8=8"', sincef [oo]=0, one has n",„'= "8" (/I —8'"). In Fig. 5 we
have shown n„, as a function of 0, for various p. Note
that p~o+ results in two-stage filling of sites with zero,
then one, filled NN, respectively, and n,„~ao as phoo
(cf. Refs. 1 and 2).
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develop a technique for determining asymptotic quanti-
ties, such as D(8), more directly. The strategy adopted
here is the same as that of the preceding paper' and in-
volves taking appropriate limits of the suitably recast
hierarchy equations. It will be convenient, in the follow-
ing, to set ko —1. This just corresponds to transforming
to a chemical time scale, t'=kot, and thus obviously does
not affect the statistics.
The prime quantity of interest here is the asymptotic
slope D(8). Thus, one naturally attempts to obtain an
equation satisfied by D (8) directly. We begin by
recasting the equation satisfied by q, =q[aa—,]=f,+&/f,
in a suitable form motivated by the identity
q, —q, ~ D(8)+—b,C(8,s). Here a, denotes a filled s-
tuple of conditioning sites, and b, C(8,s)=C(8,s)
—C(8,s —1). Since
s = —gs 1I19's
d
= —q, lnf, + ~ — lnf,dt ' dt
where
dt f, =2pf [ooa, i]
=2p(f [a, &] f[a, ] —f[a —a, ]+f-[a,+&]),
one can show that
(4.1)
(2p) ' (q. +1 —q. )=(q, ' —q. +'i)[(q, ' —q, '&) —(g, ' —g, 'i)]+q, '(q, +~ —q, ) —q, +'~(q, +q —q, +&)dt
—n+'i[(qs+1 2q. +q —1) (g +1 g +g 1)] —. (4.2)
In (4.2) we have set g, =f,+&/f[a a, ]=q, /q[a--a, ], so
(4.4)
g, '=q[a-a ]D(8)s+K(8, )s, (4.3)
where IC(8,s)/ ~sO as shoo. The existence of a finite
limit q[a-a ]= lim, q[a —a, ] is supported by exact
numerical calculations (see Fig. 6) and will be discussed
further below. In general, we anticipate that q[a-a„]
varies monotonically from zero, when 0=0, to unity, at
saturation.
To proceed further, we must make some additional as-
sumptions about the behavior of C(8,s) and K(8,s).
First, we note that if b,C(8,s) —+0 as s~ oo, then
(q, +~ q, )~D(8) —as s~co, and so (4.2) does, in fact,
become an equation for D(8) in the shoo limit. Second,
we note that if b, C(8,s)—:C(8,s) —2C(8,s —1)
+ C(8,s —2) and b, K(8,s) satisfy sh C(8,s),sh IC(8,s)
~0 as s ~ Dc, then the last term of (4.2) vanishes in this
limit. Clearly, one also has that q, '(q, +& —q, )—+0 as
s ~ ao, from the assumption that C(8,s)/s~0 as s —+ oo.
[We note that hH (s)~0, sh H(s) +0 as s~ Oo are satis-—
fied by any function H(s)=ks where a&1, and since,
from numerical results, the functions C(8,s) (see Fig. 7)
and K(8,s) (see Fig. 8) do not appear to have any oscilla-
tory behavior, the above assumptions seem reasonable. ]
Thus we conclude that
D(8)= —2p[D(8)] (1 q[a a]), —-dt
which, since [D (0)] ' =0, is conveniently rewritten as
0.8-
5-
0 ~
0 ~ 1
0.5006
0.4O14
—0.2994
0.3018
0.2004
0.2021
0.1012
0.1021
l I I I l l I
1 2 5 ll 5 6 7 8
[D(8) ']=2p(1 —q[a-a„]) . (4.5)dt
«(4.5) is consistent with our assertion that
q [a-a ]= 1 at saturation. Since q [a-a „]=(), when
Flax. 6. Quantity q [a-a, ]=f[a a, ]/f fa, ] as a function of s-
1(for various 0, shown), for rates ko.k&.k& ——1:p:O with p= —( )
and p=2 (-—).
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d =d d
dt ' dtlnq [a-a, ] lnf [a-a, ]— lnf [a ] .dt (4.7)
0
0.6001
0.6321
0.1021
0.2021
0.3018
e
0.4014
0.5006
0.5989
0.7082
Gain terms from filling of the disconnected a site inf [a-a, ] present no difficulty in the s —+&x& limit, where
they can be written in terms of q [a-a„], q [a—a ], and
q[aa-a ]. The difference in gain terms from filling of
the rightmost a, site in f[a —a, ] and f[a, ] approaches
zero as s ~ co, provided s (q [a-a, i-a] —q [a, i-a]),
q[iz-tz, ia] —q [iz, ia])—+0 as s~ oo. The latter can
be easily verified for almost random filling at saturation
and seems reasonable in general. Corresponding cancella-
tion of gain terms from filling of the leftmost a, site inf[a-a, ] and f[a, ] as s —+ op it less clear. However, direct
verification is again possible for almost random filling at
saturation, and truncation results suggest general validity.
One should now continue to derive equations for such
quantities as q [a—a„],q [aa-a ], etc.
Finally, we note that the above analysis of q [a-a ] can
be circumvented by observing that Fig. 8 suggests
q[a-ct„]D(0) is (at worst, almost) constant, i.e., 0 in-
ependent. Using (4.6) and assuming that q [a-a ]-0 as0~0, it follows that this constant is 1/2p. Substituting
q [a-a ]= [2pD (0)] ' into (4.5) and integrating yields
[D (t)] ' =2p(1 —e '), (4.8)
I
2
1
?
FIG. 7. Quantity q, ' —q, 'i —b,C(8,s)+D(8) as a function
of s (for various 0, shown), for rates ko k .k = 1:p:0 with 2
(—} and p=2 I,'—-).
1.0
=1/2 0, 25, I I I
0.96- 0.20-
0=0, we conclude, from (4.5), that [D(0)] '-2pt as
t~O, and since d0 jdt =f [ooo]+2pf faoo], 0-t as t —+0
it follows that
10D (0)— as 0—+0 . (4.6)
2p
One naturally continues to derive an equation for
q [a-a ] by starting with
which is consistent with our exact numerical results (to
within the substantial uncertainty of D values) and recov-
ers the exact closed form results of Sec. II for almost ran-
dom filling p=1
V. RESULTS FROM THE DENSITY EXPANSION
TECHNIQUE
Formal density (coverage) expansion techniques have
been developed which apply to general irreversible
cooperative filling processes, including the one of interest
here. (See Ref. 11 for a detailed discussion. ) We now give
the first demonstration of how these can be used to obtain
explicit and generic expressions for the first few expansion
coefficients for probabilities of filled s-tuples of arbitrary
size s. Again w'e set ko —1, so k& —p.
One starts by writing down the hierarchical rate equa-
tions for subconfigurations with all sites specified filled
and using conservation of probability to close this set.
One thus obtains
0.3
0.92-
0.5
0.88 '0.6
0.6321
0, 25-
0.22-
~
- 0.21-
f [ooo]+2pf I
=1+(2p—3)f[a]+(2—2p)f [aa]
+(1—2p)f [a-a]+(2p —1)f[aaa],
f, = f[a, ]=2pf [ooa, ,]
(5.1a)
2 5 0 5 6 7 8I
FIG. 8. Quantity g, ' —g, 't —bK((),s)+q[a-a„]D(8) as a
function of s (for various 0, shown) for rates ko.kl..k2 —1:p:0
with p= 2 and 2.
=2p(f, i f, f[a-a, ij+f.+»——
for s &2, (5.1b)
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d8f, =2pIf, i f, —f [o—o. i]
—(2p —3)f. if'+ } . (5.2)
For the probability f!„!of n filled sites I n },we postulate
a density expansion of the form f!„!= g" oA&(")8"+~.
Then, substitution into the d ld8 equations, and equating
coefficients of equal powers of 8, yields a series of recur-
sion relations for the coefficients Az("!. For example,
from (5.2), one immediately obtains
sA o —2PA o
a-a(s+1)Ai —2p[A; ' —Ao —Ao '
—(2p —3)A o A o]
(5.3a)
(5.3b)
To obtain density expansions, we divide (5.1a) into the rest
of (5.1) and formally expand the denominators to obtain
(d Idt) j(df [a]/dt) =dld8 equations, e.g. ,
where, Ho=do'.
In solving these relations we need boundary values for
s= 1, which come from the d/d8 versions [e.g., (5.2)] of
the nongeneric equations [e.g., (5.1a)j. Using A~ =5~ o
(since f~ =8), (5.3a) can be solved to obtain
2s —1 s —1y (5.4)
For any irreversible filling process, the lead coefficient in
the expansion for some filled subconfiguration probability
is given by the average of products of reduced rates (i.e.,
rates scaled so that the rate for filling a site on an empty
lattice is unity) corresponding to all possible ordered
fillings creating the subconfiguration. (Each time a site is
filled, an appropriate reduced rate factor is included. )
The result (S.4) for Ao should now be clear in light of the
analysis leading to (2.2), i.e., Ao N,p' —'Is .. Clearly,
zeroth-order coefficients for separated clusters factorize
so 3 o = c4 0A o = c4 o. Next, (5.3b) can be solved, and one
can continue to solve (successively more complex) recur-
sion relations for coefficients of higher order (with respect
to p) and for more complex configurations, yielding, e.g. ,
2s —1 s —1 ( 1)2$—I s —1f, = 8'—[(~ +4)p —(s +2)] P 8'+'
sf (s+1)!
gs +2+
2s —1 s —1f[a-a, j=
1)2s —2 s —1
+[3(s +11s +30s+8)p —6(s +Ss +18s +2)p+s(3s +17s +32)] 3(s +2)!
2s —1 s —18'+'+[4p —(s+1)(s +Ss —2)p+(s+1)(s +3s —2)] 8 +~+ .(s +2)!
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
Of course, results for almost random filling are obtained
from (S.5) after setting p= 1. Note that the relations (5.3)
can be solved recursively for both increasing and decreas-
ing s. In fact, (5.5), with the convention that (s!) '=0
for s = —1, —2, . . . , incorporate the latter solutions and
provide density expansions for unphysical s (0 quantities
(to be exploited below).
Clearly, density expansions provide natural extensions
of f„and related quantities, to unphysical s (0 (as
strongly motivated by Figs. 3 and 4 to make these plots
more "complete" ). A more fundamental and flexible for-
mulation of this extension is based on the observation that
the rate equations for such quantities as f [a, ],
f[a-a, ],f[o„j,f [o„a,j,f[o„a,o ], . . . achieve a generic
form when all of s, n, m, . . . )2. It is thus natural to ex-
tend the use of these generic equations to lower integral
values of these labels, thus providing the basic defining
rate equations for the unphysical quantities. Formal solu-
tion via density expansions of these extended equations
automatically recovers such results as (5.5) for s (0.
However, the advantage of dealing directly with hierarchi-
cal rate equations for unphysical quantities is that one
may be able to develop alternative closed form methods of
solution, avoiding potential slow convergence problems"
of density expansions. Such extended truncation methods
are described in the Appendix and have been applied to
generate values for f„with s (0, used in Fig. 4. We note,
however, that the density expansion results were required
here to provide initial values for various unphysical quan-
tities, e.g. , from (5.5a) one has
3p —1 12p' —15p+ 5
0 ~ —1 2 ~ —2= 32p 2p 4p
at t=0 .
VI. DISCUSSION
We have considered irreversible, cooperative filling of
an infinite, uniform, 1D lattice with rates k; depending on
the number i of filled NN, and kq —0 (so clusters cannot
coalesce). Exact truncation solution of the complicated
infinite hierarchy of rate equations describing time evolu-
tion here demonstrates that probabilities for filled s-
tuples, f„as well as the cluster-size distribution, n„ex-
hibit faster than exponential decay for large s. This is not
surprising when compared with the corresponding ex-
ponential decay characterizing processes with coalescing
clusters. In fact, it is apparent from analyses analogous to
that presented in Sec. IV that for any 1D irreversible
filling processes where no clusters coalesce, the same type
of faster than exponential decay of the cluster-size distri-
bution will occur. [Extension of this sort of analysis to
20
18-
- 0.
16-
14-
10-
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clearly unity at saturation, as required. If one assumes
t at these q's are identically equal, and that the product s
qD are constant (1/2p), then one obtains [D(t) ]
=p — '). This recovers the postulated saturation
e avior and is not inconsistent with our uncertam) D es-
timates, but further analysis should be undertaken here.
e behavior of the average cluster size' n,„=8/—f[aoo],
w ere f [aoo]=f [oo] f[oo—o), is shown in Fig. 10.
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APPENDIX: EXTENDED TRUNCATION
TECHNIQUES; DETERMINATION OF f,
WITH s &0
The pnmary goal here is to determine f, exactly, with
s & 0, by first obtaining f [ooa~ ], with j& —1, and then
integrating the generic equations
f, =2pf [ooa, 1) for integer s (A 1)
(settin k = 1' g 0 , so k 1 —p). We first illustrate the ap-
propriate extension of the shielding propert fope yo ana ja-
cent pair of empty sites. Let us start with the generic
hierarchical equations,
d
d f [o~a~o„]=(4 4p n m—)f [o—ajo„]—
+(p —1)(f[o„+ia,o„]+f[o a,o„+,])
+p(f[o +la, 1o.)+f[o aJ 1o.+1])
for m, n,j&2, (A2)
higher-dimensional processes is also possible (cf. Ref. 1).]
To support the above proposition, we now present some
results for 1D monomer filling with NN blocking and
second-NN cooperative effects ' ' H 'f K.ere, i k; denotes
the filling rate with i filled second-NN th k =en 2 0 (and
p= 1/ko), so clusters cannot coalesce. Th b th-=—I. ;
tri les
us o empty
p ( aoaoooaoa . ) and empty n
'
( . aoaooaoa . . r
airs
) emain at saturation marking boun-
' ~
aries between clusters. Here we l t q~'d he q~, enote t e proba-
1 ity of the subconfiguration aoaoa. . . h
filled
- - - oaoa, w ere s a-
i ed sites, appear. In Fig. 9 we have lotted f, /f, +1 vs s, --
for various 8 and P= — 1 d 2. Clan early,
f, /f -D(8)sf, +1 ( ) +o(s) as shoo, and it appears that
8D(8)-1/2p as 8—+0 and D(8'")=1/ . Fp. rom a treat-
ment analogous to that of Sec. IV (settin k = 1)
show that
ing o —'j, one can
[D(8)] '=2p(1 —q[a —a-a-a- . ]
[a—-a-a-a- ]) (6.1)
n „
10
0, 1 0, 2 0.3
f
0. 4 0.5
FIG. 10. Av erage island size (without site weighting)
n,„=— aoo as a function of coverage, for fillin h N
oc ing an second-NN cooperative effects with
ko.k&..k2 —1:p:0(and various p, shown).
which immediately confirms the postulated low-0 D
behavior. Also, the sum of the q's appearing in (6.1) is
and extend their application to j = 1,0, —1, —2, . . .
which, incidentally, closes this set of equations. Com ar-
vides one consistency relation satisfied by f o a a&o +I o „f [ ~ oo„+1]. Choice of initial conditions for the
analysis presented below. The main point that we wish to
emphasize here is that Eq. (A2), for m, n & 2 and j integer,
is clearly compatible with the generalized (oo-Markovian
shielding property:
f [orna, o„]=q +" 'f [ooa,oo]—
for m, n )2, j integral . (A3)
Extended generic equations for f[o a o o a.
the refl ected quantities, with I )2, couple to the extend-
e set (A2) and, together, form a closed set. Th
oint for us is
ble with the generalized (oo-Markovian) shielding proper-
ty
f [o~ajo]=q f[ooajo], f [o a )= f [ooa. .I
for m)2, j integral. (A4)
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1
—
=f[o ]— 1 — f[o +tl2p
for m &2 . (A7)
We naturally continue to compare expressions for
(d/dt)f [o~aoo ] ((d/at)f [o~aoo]) and (d/dt)I(1/
2p)f [o~+„]I ((d /dt) I ( 1 /2p)f [o~+~]) ) which, using
(A5a) [(A8a)] and (A3), implies that
2p —2f [o a &o]= 2 f[o +„~l(2p)'
for ln, n &2, (Aga)
f[oma —&o]= f[on]+ 1 — f[o +i]—1 1 12P P 2P
for m & 2 . (A8b)
Note that, since f [o~aj ]=f[o~ajo] +f [o~a/a]
=f [o a/o]+f [o a/+~o)+f fo a/+2]=, the latter
quantities can alternatively (and consistently) be deter-
mined directly from f [o~a„o] and physical quantities.
Equating the right-hand side of the generic f [o a o„],.f [o ajo), and f f oajo] (alternatively, f[o aj] andf[oaj]) equations for j= 1, with those of the f[o~ao„),f[o ao], and f [oao] (ffo a] and f [oa]) equations,
respectively, yields
p(f [o~+ taoot]+fl omao p +&))=f[ ~+p+&]
for m,p & 1, (A5a)
and alternatively,
p(f [o +~ao]+f [o aooo])=f [o +2]+pf[o +&a]
for m &1 . (A5b)
Thus, using (A3), we obtain from (A5a)
1flo aoo 1—= f [o +„]2p
for. m +n & 3, m, n & 1 . (A6)
Compatibility of (A5a) and (A5b) follows from the obser-
vation that
f [o aol:fl o aoa—]+f[o aool
—=f [o a]+f[o aoo]
Repeating this procedure in the obvious way, and defining
fo =q 2f [oo] for all m, ' yields
f [o a Jo„]
(2p —2)(2p —1)(2p) ' ' ' (2p +k —3) o
(2 )+'P
for m, n &2, j)0. (A 10)
Rather complicated expressions also follow for f[o~a J]
for m & 2, j & 2, which can, however, readily be shown to
contain the factor [1—(1/p)][1 —(1/2p)], e.g.,
1 1f[o a 2)= 1 —-—
P 2P
X —f~ t /(2p)
+ 1+—f — 1 ——f+i1 Q 1 QP. . P.
for m & 2 . (A 1 1)
Substituting (A7), (A9), (All), . . . for m=2 into (Al)
and integrating, using initial conditions from the density
expansion (5.5a), determines f, =f[a] (consistently),fo,f ~, . . . . One can easily check that fo —1
—[1—(1/2p)]f [oo]. Since (d/dt)f J oc (2p —1)(p—1)
for j & 1, clearly such f J are constant when p= 1 (almost
random filling) or —, (where ko.k&.kz —1:—,':0 forms an
arithmetic progression, and the distribution is 0-
Markovian ).
Consequently, one also has
f [o a ~]=f[o a &a]+f[o a to)
=f [o ao]+f [o~a ~o]
1 1
1 — f[o ]— 1 ——f [o +t12p p
for m &2 . (A9)
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